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To UN and Progressive Political Parties of the World

Our analysis of the general situation suggests that the main source of the Covid-19 is the present 
general ideological crisis of civilization. Indeed, the Second World War, the war between the 
European economy-motivated oligarchy (e-fascism) and the Soviet policy-motivated oligarchy (p-
fascism), did not eliminated the ideology of fascism as such; instead, it simply changed its initial 
acute form into a more moderate, chronical form. So, with the oligarchical ideology still dominating 
the world, without a serious governing center, the world has proved unable to organize itself as an 
integral system and degraded into the present uncontrollable chaos - a state with a lowest systemic 
immunity. So no wonder that some bat or a human mistake has been able to trigger the pandemic. 

At present civilization is unable to develop, except to a new world war. It is the more paradoxical 
that at present we, New Marxists of Russia (Europe), have carried out a scientific breakthrough, 
developing, in particular, the proper scientific ideology that could unite and secure the whole world. 
However our numerous efforts to get support for that our mission have proved futile, because of the 
unsurmountable resistance created by the Russian, European and Israel establishment. Certainly, the 
first to blame for that failure is UNESCO, the only institute to be responsible for the world ideolgy.

The above analysis suggests that, to survive, civlization should be organized into an integral system. 
As preliminary measures to such a global reform, there should be recommended the following: 
(1) in Russia: proclaiming the freedom of the word, meetings and organizations as an integral right 
of the people of the Russian Federation;  
(2) in Israel: settling the Israeli-Palestinian conflict;
(3) reorganizing UNESCO to commit it with the task of the above global organization. 

We have got the proper ideology for the above reforms and could embark on that mission. However 
for about 25 years we have been blocked in Israel by former Russian KGB fascists. 
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